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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider integrals of the type 
where x is a large parameter, g(t) is suffkiently smooth and the stationary 
point t = b varies in a region which contains the critical point t = 0. For 
such integrals, an asymptotic expansion which holds uniformly in b as 
Rex-+co, was first given by Bleistein [2]. He expanded the function 
t’- ‘g(t) in such a way that a finite number of terms of the uniform expan- 
sion yield a finite number of terms of the nonuniform expansion when b = 0 
or when b is bounded away from zero. Our investigations complement 
those of Bleistein. We provide uniform asymptotic expansion of (1.1) even 
when the interval of integration is finite and larg x( < 742. We also provide 
explicit expression for the remainder. The technique is outlined below. 
Following Bleistein we write, 
g(t)=a+bt+t(t-b)f(t). (1.2) 
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Then, for (arg x( < 742, 
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s rut~~~g(f)e~“(‘2’2-b~)df=UWy~1(X,b)+~Wy(l,b)+F(x,b), (1.3) 0 
where 
(1.4) 
and 
F(x, b) = p tY(f-b)f(t)e-““2’2~b”dt. (1.5) 
For sufficiently small b, the three terms on the right in (1.3) are of decreas- 
ing order in x. Furthermore, by using integration by parts, the integral 
(1.5) can be reduced to the same form as the integral on the left in (1.3). 
Whereas Bleistein repeats this process to obtain the uniform asymptotic 
expansion, we seek a sequence of polynomials Z’,(t) such that if we expand 
f(t) in a series of such polynomials, the successive terms of the series may 
provide successive terms of the corresponding uniform asymptotic expan- 
sion. This approach is suggested by the well-known technique known as 
Watson’s Lemma for the Laplace integrals. Let P,(t) be an nth degree 
polynomial. Using integration by parts and assuming that the integrated 
term vanishes at both ends, we obtain 
X m f’(f-b)P,(r)e~‘(‘:“-b’)df=j~ (f~~,(f))‘e-“(‘~/~~bl)dt. (1.6) 
This indicates that the success of this technique depends on finding a 
sequence of polynomials P,(t) which satisfy the differential-difference 
equation 
(t’P,(t))‘=t’(t-b)P,_,(t), n > 2. (1.7) 
In Sections 2-6 we discuss the existence, uniqueness and various other 
properties of the polynomial solutions of (1.7). Then in Sections 7 and 8 we 
obtain asymptotic expansions of integrals such as (1.5) with explicit 
remainder term by expanding f(t) in terms of these polynomials. These 
expansions hold uniformly in b when 0 <b < c for some c > 0. Further- 
more, these results are applicable when x is purely imaginary. (For uniform 
expansions associated with Bleistein’s technique, see also [3, 5, 7, 91 when 
jarg XI <n/2 and, [S] and [6] when jarg x1 = n/2). In Section 9, we give 
some applications. 
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2. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, AND 
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF POLYNOMIALS 
THEOREM 1. Let y > - 1. The system of polynomials { P,(t, y)}; defined 
by 
P ,.,.,(IJ,=,,,,;;:~) j; {t2-u’-2b(t-u)}Vdu, n = 1, 2,..., (2.1) 
P 2~+~(t,~)=2”r;~~I)j~{tz-u2-2b(c-u))”u’(u-b)du, 
pot& Y) = 1, 
P,(t, Y) = t/b + I)? 
n=o, l)..., (2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
is the unique solution set of the system of equations 
(t’y,,(t))’ = tYt - b) y, -z(t), n = 2, 3,..., (2.5) 
(t’y,(t))’ = t’, (2.6) 
Ye(t) = 19 (2.7) 
Y,(O) = 0% n = 1, 2,... . (2.8) 
Proof: Clearly, the system of polynomials P,(t, y) satisfies (2.5)-(2.8). 
We need to prove the uniqueness of the solution. 
By (2.5) and (2.8) for n 2 2, 
t’y,(t)= j’u+-b) y,pz(u)du. 
0 
In particular, by (2.7), 
tYy2(t) = j’ uy(u - b) du. 
0 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
By (2.6) and (2.8), y,(t) = t/(y + 1). Therefore, 
Pyj(f)=(~+l))’ j;u.‘+‘(u-b)du. (2.11) 
In (2.9), use integration by parts. By (2.5) it follows that for n 2 4, 
fyyJt)=; j’ {t2- u2-2b(t-u)} U”(U-b)~~-~(u)du. (2.12) 
0 
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By induction, for n > 0, 
~YY*n+*(t)= 
1 
c ’ {t2-~2-26(t-u)}“~Y(~-b)d~ (2.13) 2”r(n+l) 0 
and for n3 1, 
fYY2n+ I(l) = 
1 
(y + 1) 2”-‘r(n) 
x ; (1*-~~-226(t-u)}“~ ‘u’+‘(u-b)du. i‘ (2.14) 
The desired form of yzn+, (t) is obtained from (2.14) by applying 
integration by parts. 
3. SOME RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR P,(t,y) 
The polynomials P,(t, y) do not belong to the family of classical 
orthogonal polynomials but they do satisfy the following three term 
recurrence relations for IZ 2 1, 
m+Y+1)P*n+, (r,r)-bP,,(t,l’)-(t-b)*P,, ,(t,y)=O, (3.1) 
(2~+Y+2)~2,+2(~,~)-~~~2,+~ (t, y)-(t*-2bt)P,,,(t, y)=O. (3.2) 
They also satisfy the following simple relations involving different 
parameters. These will be used in later sections. 
P 2n+,(f,Y)=(Y+l)-‘fP2n(trY+1), n>, 1, (3.3) 
P 2n+2(t,Y)=tP2n+,(t,Y+1)-hP2,+I(t,Y), n >O. (3.4) 
We derive (3.1) and (3.2). Integrate (2.1) by parts to obtain 
2ntC’ 
P 2n+L(t,Y)=(y+1)T(n+1)2” 
X 
s 
‘UY+I(tl-U*-2b(t-u)}“~I(u-h)du. (3.5) 
0 
However, 
U(U-b)= -(t*-~~-26t+2bu)+(t*-26t+h*)+b(u-b). (3.6) 
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Therefore, 
P *n+l(t,Y)= -~p,.+,kY)+ 
(t-b)* 
-p*,-‘(LY) 
(y+l) 
This provides (3.1). The same technique is used to obtain (3.2). We start 
with (2.2) and integrate by parts. 
t>‘P *n+*(f,Y)= -f(n+:)2”+, 
fyu’(u-2b){t2-u2-2b(t-u)}“du+ n 
f(n + 1)2” 
s I X uY{t2-u2-2b(t-u)}“p’(u2-2ub)(u-b)du. (3.8) 0 
Then write u-2b=(u-b)-b and u*-22ub= -{t’-u*-226(1-u)}+ 
( t2 - 2bt). 
The relations (3.3) and (3.4) follow directly from (3.5) and (2.2) respec- 
tively. 
4. EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION OF P,(r, y) 
For n = 0, 1, P,( t, y) are given by (2.3) and (2.4). The next three 
polynomials are listed below: 
Pdt, y)= (y +2)-‘t”- b(y+ 1)--‘t, (4.1) 
f’&ry)=(y+1)m’(y+3)mm’t3-b(y+l)-’(y+2)-It*, (4.2) 
P4(t, y)= (y +2)r’(y+4)pt4 
-b{(y+2)-‘-y(y+ I)-‘(y+3)-‘Jr3 
+b*(y+ l)-‘(y+2)-~‘t*. (4.3) 
By (2.1), for ~30, 
P 2n+l(t,y)= 
s 
f 
X uy t - u)“( t + uy dz4. 
0 
(4.4) 
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If we define the numbers c,+(y) by 
P n =O, l,.... (4.6) 
For a similar expression for P,, + 2( t, y) we can use (4.6) together with (3.3) 
or (3.4). Clearly, P,(t, y) are polynomials of degree n in t and [n/2] in h. 
Furthermore, for h = 0 they reduce to the form k,(y)t”, n = 0, l,... 
Another useful representation for P,, + i (t, y ) can be obtained from (2.1) 
by expanding (U + t - 26)” in powers of u and (t - 26). In this case, 
n k 
k=Ok! (n-k)! T(y+n+k+2)’ (4.7) 
Identification of P,(t, y) 
By (4.6) and (3.3) it follows that {P,(t, 7)): does not belong to the 
family of classical orthogonal polynomials because Pr,+ ,(t, y) and 
P 2n + *(t, y ) have a zero of order (n + 1) at t = 0 whereas all the zeros of the 
classical orthogonal polynomials are simple. We can, however, identify 
them with certain hypergeometric polynomials as follows. By (4.7), 
Since 
T(y+k+ 1) (Y + 1 )k r(Y+ 1) 
r(y+n+k+2)=(J’+n+2),r(y+n+2)’ 
P 2,2+ I(& Y) = 
r(y + 1) t(t2 - 2bt)” 
2”I-(y + n + 2) 
(4.9) 
x 2F1 
-t 
-n,y+ l;y+n+2;- 
t-b > 
. (4.10) 
A similar expression for P2n+2(t, y) follows by (3.3). 
Generating Functions 
By using the integral representations (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain the 
following: 
flp 2n+,(frY)y~=~~Ye(~-~)2.~/2 fU’e-(~-b)2~/2dU s (4.11) n=O 0 
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and 
f 
p2n+2(t, y)y"=r-"e('w!/2 
s 
L u’e m(uph)2’,‘2(~-b) du. (4.12) 
n=O 0 
In particular for y = 0, (4.12) reduces to 
f PZn(& 0) y" = e(r* - wt,;2, 
fl=O 
(4.13) 
5. REAL ZEROS OF P,*(t, y) 
If b = 0, P,(t, y) reduces to a constant multiple of t” so that it has a zero 
of order n at t = 0. If b # 0 but y = 0, P2Jt, y) = (t2 - 2bt)“/2”n! and again, 
for real 6, all zeros of P&t, y) are real. For y > 0 we have 
THEOREM 2. If b is real, b # 0 and y > 0, then exactly 2n + i zeros of 
P,, + J t, y), i = 0, 1, 2, 3, are real. Furthermore, the real zeros of P,,( t, y) 
except for those at t = 0, are simple and lie between b and 26. 
Pro4 BY (4.6), P4, + I (t, y) has a zero of order (2n + 1) and P,, + j(t, y) 
has a zero of order (2n + 2) at t =O. First we prove that for b >O and 
Y> -1, P4n+l (t, y) has no more real zeros and that Pq, + 3(t, y) has exactly 
one more real zero which lies in (b, 2b). Since each c,,~ in (4.6) is positive, 
P 4n+l(f9 Y) and f’4n+j (t, y) have no negative zeros. From the integral 
representation (2.1) it is clear that P,, + , (t, y) has no positive zeros. Also, 
by (4.7), P4n+Af, Y) h as no zeros in t 2 2b. Therefore, the only real zeros of 
P 4n+3(tr y) different from t = 0 must lie in (0, 2b). By (2.5), 
f {fyP4n+3(t,y)}=t~(t-b)P4n+,(t,y). (5.1) 
The right side in (5.1) has only a simple zero in (0, cc ). This, together with 
the fact that tYP4n+3(t, y) is zero at t = 0 implies that P4,,+ 3(t, y) has no 
zero in (0, b] and can have no more than one zero in (b,2b). Since its non- 
real zeros must occur in conjugate pairs, it has exactly one zero in (b, 2b). 
By (3.3), for y > 0, 
PZn(f, Y) = F’P,,, I(4 y - 1). (5.2) 
Therefore, the conclusion about the real zeros of P2,(t, y) follows. We still 
need to prove that the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds even when b < 0. Let 
P,(t, Y) = P,(t, Y, b). BY (4.6), 
P 2n+,(ft~,b)= -P2,,+1(-614 -b). (5.3) 
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Also, by (5.2) and (5.3) 
P*,(t, Y, 6) = P2”( - t, Y, -b). 
Therefore, the conclusion holds even when b < 0. 
(5.4) 
6. SERIES EXPANSIONS 
In this section as well as in the following sections we denote the 
polynomials P,(t, y) by P,(t). 
Let f(t) E C” [0, c] for some c > 0. We want to know whether we can 
expand f(t) into a series of polynomials P,(t) and if we can, how to obtain 
the expansion coefficients. Since we are interested in integrals of the type 
(1.1) when the stationary point t = b is within the interval of integration, 
we assume that 0 <b < c. It is possible to extend the following results to 
complex values of b provided that the domain of f(t) includes a 
neighborhood of the point t = b (see (6.3)). Assuming that 
f(t)= f c,P,(tL 
k=O 
(6.1) 
we can formally calculate the coeflicients ck as follows. By (2.7) and (2.8) 
f(O) = co. (6.2) 
Multiply (6.1) by tY and differentiate term by term. By (2.5) 
@‘(f(t)-co)}‘=c,{tYP,(t)}‘+tY(t-b) f c,P,.,(t). 
k=2 
Since (tyPl(t)}’ = t?, 
fl_mhf-'(t'[f(l)-f(O)]}'=c~. (6.3) 
Furthermore, 
tr’(t-b)+‘{f(r)-r,P,(r)-c,P,(r)}= ‘f Ck+2Pk(f). (6.4) 
k=O 
The above process can be repeated to obtain the successive coefficients 
ck. If we use the notation 
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and 
n- 1 
R,(t) =f(t) - c c,P,(t), 
k=O 
the successive coeflicients in the expansion (6.1) are given by 
(6.6) 
t my qtYR,,(t))l,=, = CZ”, n=o, l,..., (6.7) 
t-y g 9”(PR Zn+I(f))Ir=b=C2n+I~ n = 0, 1 ).... (6.8 1 
To determine whether the series (6.1) converges to f(x) when the coef- 
ficients are given by (6.7) and (6.8), we need to investigate the behavior of 
the remainder R,(t). In the next theorem we give the behavior of R,,(t) at 
t=O and t=b. 
THEOREM 3. If f(t) E C’“[O, c] for some c > 0 and ck, k = O,..., 2n - 1 
me defined by (6.7), (6.8), then 
tr’ ~ktyR2n(f)(,=O=0, k = 0, l,..., (n - 1 ), (6.9) 
and 
t~‘~il’XI’R2,(t)I,_,=0, k = 0, I,..., (n - 1 ). (6.10) 
Proof Note that 
R,,(t) = &k(f) - c C,f’i(f). 
j=2k 
(6.11) 
Therefore, for 0 < k 6 n - 1, 
&Bkt7Rz,(t) = akt’R2&) - c cjiyPi_ 2k(t), 
j=2k 
(6.12) 
and 
-P(t--6) c c,Pim2kp,(t). (6.13) 
J=2k+2 
The conclusion follows by (6.7) and (6.8). 
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The behavior of R,,(t) for t > 0 as n + co is comparatively more com- 
plicated. We first obtain an upper bound for BfltYR,,( t). For y = 0, such a 
bound is given by Wong (see [9]). 
THEOREM 4. Let f(t) E C’“[O, c]. Then for 0 < t 6 c, 
Proof: Suppose F( t ) E CZk + ’ [0, c], k>,O and R,(F, t) is the remainder 
after two terms in the expansion of F(t) which corresponds to (6.6). 
RAF, t) = F(t) - ad’,(t) - aI P,(t), (6.15) 
where a0 = F(0) and by (6.3), 
aI = F’(h) + (~lh){f’(h) -F(O)}. (6.16) 
Differentiate t’R,(F, T). After some rearrangement of the terms we get, 
tcY9tYR2(F, t)=(t-bb)- ‘{F’(t)-F’(h)} 
+y(t-h)p’{t-‘(F(t)-F(0))-hm ‘(F(b)-F(O))}. 
(6.17) 
Since, 
{F(t)-F(O)j/t=jd F(tu)du, (6.18) 
a,=F’(b)+yj’F’(ho)du, 
0 
(6.19) 
and 
try W’R,(F, t)= (t-b)-’ j-’ {F”(u) +y J; uF”(uo) do) du. (6.20) 
h 
Again, by a change of variable, 
t --? 9tYR,(F, t) = j-; F”[b + x(t - h)] dx 
+y j; j; vF”[u{b+x(t-b))] dvdx. (6.21) 
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By successively differentiating 2k times, 
{ tpY WR,(F, t)}(2k’ 
= s lX2kF(2k+2)[b+x(t-b)] dx 0 
+ y 1; i,: v 2k+‘~2kF(2k+2)[~{b+x(f-h)}] dvdx. (6.22) 
Therefore, 
1 (t-’ WR,(F, t)}‘2k’l 
<A{1 +A} O<uEPh,,, l~Zk+Zw (6.23) 
The inequality (6.14) follows by applying the inequality (6.23) above suc- 
cessively n times. Note that by (6.12) 
t ~Y~“tgR2n(f)=t~‘I~~~n ‘t’R,,,+,(t) 
-C2,1p2P()(t) tY--cCZn~ ,P,(f)f’}. (6.24) 
By (6.7) and (6.8) it follows that if we regard try 9’p1t’~R2,p2(t) as F(f), 
then t--j’ 9”- ‘tYR 2np2(t)-c2n -2Po(f)-C2n I p,(t) can be identified with 
RAF, t). By (6.23), 
The conclusion follows by repeating this process (n - 1) times. 
Now we obtain an upper bound for R2,,(f). 
THEOREM 5. Let f(t) E C?“[O, c] and let y > 0. Then for 0 < t d c, 
Ir’R2,(t)l < (t + b)‘+*“A4,/(2n)!, (6.26) 
where 
M,= sup If (2n’(U)I. (6.27) 
0 < u < max(h,r) 
Proof: Let 
(2n)! (6.28) 
409/124/2-19 
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BY (6.14), 
By (6.9) 9” ‘tYR2,(0) = 0. Therefore, 
19n- ‘tyR2,(t)l < K,M, 
s 
; (u+b)7+1 du 
<K,1I4,(t+b))‘+~/(y+2). 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
By induction, 
It’R2,(t)l < K,M,(t+b)Y+2n 
I 
(Y + 2k). 
In general, the computation of the coefficients ck in the series expansion 
(6.1) may not be an easy matter. These coefficients are given by (6.7) and 
(6.8). However, Theorem 5 provides a test which, whenever applicable, 
guarantees the convergence of the series in (6.1) to the function in some 
interval. For example, if f(x) = e-‘, 0 < x d c, then by (6.26), 
It’R2,(t)l d (c + b)” +‘” e’/(2n)!. 
Therefore, tYRZn(f) -+ 0 as n -+ co and the series CpCO c,xyP,(x) converges 
uniformly to xYeJ in [0, c] for every c >O. Again, if f(x) = (1 +x)-l, 
o<x<c, 
It’&,(t)1 <(c+b)‘f2”. 
In this case, the corresponding series CpEO c,xyP,(x) converges to 
xy/( 1 + x) uniformly only when c + b < 1. By a more careful analysis of the 
bound for R,,(t), it may be possible to extend the interval of convergence 
of the series. 
7. UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 
By (2.5) and successive integration by parts, for Re z > 0 y > - 1, 
s m P’P,,( t)( t - b) e pz(rz’2 ~ “) dt 0 
=z -n 
I 
m tY(f-b) ,-=(rZ/2-bl) dt 
0 
(7.1) 
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and 
s 
m 
tYP 2n+l(t)(t-b)e-2(‘2’2~~bf)dt 
0 
?c (7.2) 
_ --n-l 
I 0 t’e- 
Z(l92 ~ hl) dt. 
The above integrals depict a property of the polynomials P,(t) which is 
particularly attractive when we require an asymptotic expansion for the 
integral ( 1.1) which holds uniformly in h as b + 0. If f(t) belongs to 
C*“[O, co) and fc2”‘(t) is of finite exponential order, we write 
f(t) = 1 c,P,(f) + L(f)r 
k=O 
(7.3) 
where ck are defined by (6.7) and (6.8). By (7.1) and (7.2), for y 3 0 and 
Rez>O, 
where W,(z,b) is defined by (1.4) when y> -1, ~W,,~,(z,h) must be 
replaced by one when y = 0 and 
&AZ, 6) = p tYRZn(t)(t-b)e~“‘2~2~h’)dt. (7.5) 
By using integration by parts successively together with (6.9) and (6.10) 
E*JZ) = z-” I N W[tYR2,(t)](t-b)ep=“2’2-h”dt. (7.6) 0 
An upper bound for ET”(z) can be obtained by using (6.14). For a dis- 
cussion of the error bound when y = 0 and jarg z[ <n/2, see Wong 
[9, p. 4291. The asymptotic nature of the expansion (7.4) with respect to 
the scale {z-“W,(z, b)} is discussed by Jones [S, p. 3121. When b belongs 
to some bounded interval [0, c], this expansion is valid uniformly in b in 
the sense that the nonuniformity as b + 0 is restricted to the multiplicative 
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factors W,- ,(z, b) and W&z, b). To prove this assertion we only need to 
show that the expansion coefficients ck = ck(b) are continuous in [0, c]. If 
in the proof of Theorem 4, we replace F(t) by F(t, b) and assume that 
F(t, b) belongs to C2kf 2[0, c’] x [0, c], 0 < c 6 c’, it follows that 
a,=F(O, b) belongs to C2k+2[0, c]. By (6.19), LX, belongs to CZkfl[O, c] 
and by (6.21), tPY gP’R,(F, t, 6) belongs to CZk[O, c’] x [0, c]. The coef- 
ficients c2m and c2,,,+, in the expansion of f(t) in (6.1) and (7.3) are 
obtained by identifying t Py 9”PR,,(f, t) with F(t, b) above and 
try gP’R,(F, t, h) with try 9”“‘t’R2,+,(f, t), m = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Consequently, 
f(t) belongs to C’“[O, c’] implies that ck belongs to C2”- “[O, c] for 
n = 0, l,..., 2n - 1. 
The expansion when z is purely imaginary, is discussed in Jones [S] but 
no error bounds are included. When arg z = +7r/2 we cannot always use 
the bound provided by (6.14) over the entire interval of integration in (7.6). 
However, we can provide an estimate for EZn(z) as follows. If 0 <b B c, 
choose d such that d>, c + 1 and write 
where 
E&) = PZ,(z) + Zpnz2(Z), 
Z,(z) = jl;c9n[tyR2,,(r)](t- b) e-z’yZ’2pb’) dt, 
Z2(z)=lE ~~[tYR2n(t)](t-b)e~“‘2’2~b~)dt. 
d 
We can estimate Z,(z) by using (6.14). To estimate Z,(z), write 
Zn- 1 
9YR,,(t) = 9”t’f(t) - c ck 9’tYPk(t). 
k=O 
Since, g(t) E C@)[d, co) implies that 
n-l 
Wg(t)= -J( C(kg(n--k)(t)(t-b)~“-k 
k-0 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
for some constants elk, Z,(z) can be estimated by first expanding the right 
side in (7.10) as in (7.11) and then estimating each of the resulting 
integrals. 
8. UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS (Continued) 
Consider the integral 
Z(z, b, a) = J; t’f(t)(t - b) e--=(r2’2-bt’ dt. (8.1) 
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We now obtain an asymptotic expansion for Z(z, 6, a) which holds 
uniformly in a as a --) 0, (arg zI <z and IzI -+ co. 
THEOREM 6. Let 0-c bda and let aE (0, c] for some c>O. If 
f(t) E C2”[0, c], then for larg zI < 71, 
xP(z,y+l)+z-” s u~“[t7R2,(t)](t-b)e~‘(‘2i2-h’)dt, (8.2) 0 
where ck are defined by (6.7) and (6.8) and P(z, y) = P(z, y, b, a) by 
Proof By successively using integration by parts together with (2.5), we 
obtain the following. 
I 
otj.P2,(t)(t-b)e~=“2~*~hr)d~ 
0 
I 
u 
tYP 2m+,(t)(t-b)e~~=“2:2~h”dz 
0 
= _ 2 z ke-: C&2 -~ ho) gfk ~ 1 C~YP,, + , ta)] 
k=l 
+(y+l)-‘z-V(z,y+l). (8.5) 
Now write f(l) as in (7.3). Then RZn(t) satisfies (6.9) and (6.10). Again by 
successive integration by parts, 
+z-” cJ s 9~[tyR2n(t)](t-b)ep”‘2/2mmh”dt. (8.6) 0 
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BY (7.3), 
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n- I 
” I(z, b, a) = 1 C2rn pp,,( t)( t - b) e ~ -(r% -- ht) dt 
??I=0 
I 0 
n-l 
+ 1 C2mtl 
I 
utYP2,+,(t)(M4P --(f2’2-hf)df 
m=O 0 
+r 
t’R,,( t)( t - b) e z(rZ12 h/l dr. (8.7) 
0 
In the first sum on the right, use (8.4) and interchange the order of sum- 
mation. Similarly, in the second sum, use (8.5) and interchange the order of 
summation. In the last integral, use (8.6). The resulting expression can be 
written as 
n-l n- I 
Z(z, b, a)= 1 zr”‘c 2m9wY)+(y+l)-' c z-mC2n~+*~(Z,y+1) 
WI=0 I?=0 
n-l 211 - 1 
_ e - z(&2 - ho ) C zek LSk- ’ a’ 1 c,P,(a) 
k=l m = 2k I 
-e --;(0?‘2 -ha) f Z-k gk- l[a”~2,(a)] 
k=l 
+z-” 
s 
“W[t.‘R,,(t)](t-b)e -‘(r2’2-h’)dt. 63.8) 
0 
The expression (8.2) follows by observing that for k = 1, 2,..., n - 1, 
[ 
Zn- 1 
gk- ‘[dR,,(a)] = ~k-‘[d&&)] - gk-’ uy 1 c,P,(a) 1 . (8.9) M = 2k 
This completes the proof. 
The expansion (8.2) can be used even when a is a fixed positive number, 
not necessarily small. However, a slightly different form given below may 
be more useful when a is bounded away from zero and b. 
s 
u tYf(t)(t-b) e-4rz/2pbt) dt 
0 
n-l 
+ m=O 2~+l)(i.+1)-‘~~,“l(l-b)e~~“2/2~ili)dl 1 .Fmc 
-,-z(u2/2-64 (8.10) 
k=l 
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where 
E=z-” I O~n[t’R2,(1)](~-b)e~‘(f2’2-h”dl 0 
-z-” 
s 
= ~n[fYf2n~I(t)](f-h)e~=(‘2’2-h’)dt, (8.11) 
0 
Zn- 1 
f2,- I(l) = c c,P,(t). 
k=O 
(8.12) 
This expansion can be obtained directly from (8.2) or by the well-known 
technique used in the derivation of asymptotic expansions for the Laplace 
integrals (see, e.g., [S]). We omit the details. The integral on the left in 
(8.10) defines a function of z which is analytic in larg z/ < II. Even though 
the infinite integrals on the right converge only in the right half of the z 
plane, by analytic continuation the equality holds in the wider region. 
9. APPLICATIONS 
Let 
~(~)=S~1;(1+~)-I~-““:2-hr)dt, O<a<co. (9.1) 
0 
We apply the results obtained in the last two sections to find asymptotic 
expansions for F(z) for different values of a and in each case compute a 
uniform bound for the remainder when 0 < y < 1, and arg z = n/2. To use 
the expansions given in (7.4) (8.2) and (8.10), respectively, write 
(9.2) 
where 
f(t)=(l +t)--1. (9.3) 
The first integral in (9.2) defines the basic function in terms of which the 
uniform expansions are given. We compute the first four coefficients in the 
polynomial expansion of f(t). Let n = 2 in (7.3) so that 
(1 +t)-‘= i CkPk(t)+&tf). 
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R,(t), the remainder after n terms is defined by (6.6). The coefficients ck are 
computed by using (6.1), (6.2), (6.7), and (6.8). 
co =f(O) = 1, (9.5) 
(PR,(t))‘= -P{y(l +t)-‘+(l +t)-2}, (9.6) 
cl= -(y(l+b)-1+(l+h))2}, (9.7) 
~(tv,(t))=(t-b)-‘((tv,(f))‘-c’f~} 
=tY(l+t))‘{y(l+b)-‘+(l+b)-z} 
+ P(1 + 2))‘(1 +h)-‘, (9.8) 
cz=(y+ l)(l +!I-‘+(1 +h)-2, (9.9) 
LwR3(t) = WR,( t) - c2 t’ 
= -tY+‘(1+t)-‘{(y+1)(1+6))‘+(1+b))2) 
--?+I(1 +t)-2(1 +h)-‘, (9.10) 
(WRJt))‘= -P(l +t))‘{y(y+ I)(1 +h)-‘+y(l +b)-2) 
-t~(l+t)-2{2y(l+6)-‘+(1+h))2} 
-2t’(l +t)-3(1 +6)- ‘, (9.11) 
c3= -(y’+y)(l +h) 2 -3y(l+h)-3-3(1+h)-4, (9.12) 
~2tYR4(f)=(f-b)-‘{(9t~R3(t))‘-t~c3} 
=t’(l+t))‘{(y2+y)(l+b)~z+3~(l+b))3+3(1+6)-4} 
+t’(l +t))2{2Y(l +b) -2+3(1+6) ~3) 
+2t’(l+t))3(1+6)-2. (9.13) 
In the following examples we discuss the three cases a = co, 0 <a < 2, and 
a b 2, respectively. It is assumed that 0 < y < 1. The condition y > 0 is con- 
venient for computing a bound for the remainder even though the expan- 
sion is valid for Re y > -1. The same is true about the condition h < 1 in 
Example 3. In Examples 1 and 3 we use the following notation (see (1.4) 
and (7.4)), 
s 
2 
0 *Ye- 
;(rZ/2 hr) & = W,(z, b), Rez>O,y> -1. (9.14) 
By applying integration by parts, 
s 00 P(t-h) epZ’r2’2m~hr) dt= (y/z) IV.,, -,(z, h), Rez>O,y>O. (9.15) 0 
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W,(z, b) is analytic in Re z > 0. Furthermore, 
Wy(Z,h)=z-(~+1)‘2e=~z’4r(y+1)D~(~+,,(-z’~2b), (9.16) 
where D,(z) is the parabolic cylinder function of argument z. Since D,(z) is 
an entire function of z, W,(z, b) is analytic in the cut z-plane larg z( < rr. 
The argument of -h in (9.15) can be chosen so that Iarg(-~‘/~6)1 <n. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let a= co, O<y < 1, h ~0, z= iy. By (9.2) and (7.4) 
(1 + h) jo‘ t’( 1 + t) - ’ e ~- iv(3/2 ~ hr) dt 
= UWJ) co + (Y/Y2)C21 w,- l(b, h) 
+ { 1 + (qY)c, + WY2)C3) W,(o4 6) + E,(iy, 61, (9.17) 
where co, cl, c2, c3 are given by (9.5) (9.7) (9.9) and (9.12), respectively, 
and by (7.6) 
E,(ij~,b)=y-~ jr~2[~‘R4(~)](t--)~~ill”“h”dr. (9.18) 
0 
We want to compute an upper bound for E,(iy, h). Since S’“(u) = 
(4!)(1 + t))‘, by (6.14), 
[PPR,(t)( < (2 + y)(4 + y) t”. (9.19) 
As indicated in Section 7, we cannot use this bound over the whole range 
of integration in (9.18). We can use it over a finite interval but in the 
present case, we can find a sharper estimate by using (9.13). However, we 
emphasize that the bound provided by (6.14) is the best possible in the 
following sense. For any given positive numbers CI, B such that 0 < t d ~1, 
O,<h<b, f(t)=(t+ l))‘, and n= 1,2, the bound provided by (6.14) is 
actually the maximum of tPYsn(t’R2,,(r)) which is attained at t =O, b=O. 
This is verified by (9.8) and (9.13). 
A bound for E,(iy, 6) can be computed by using the fact that g*tyR,(t) 
is of bounded variation in [0, co). Let 
gk(t) = t’( 1 + t)-“, k= 1, 2, 3. (9.20) 
BY (9.13) 
g2t’R4(t) = i cik g/Jr), 
k=l 
(9.21) 
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where ctk depend on b and y. Integrating by parts, for k = 1, 2, 3, 
I om gk(t)(t - b) e 
~iy(r*/2--hr)dt=(iy)-~1 
.r 
5 ,-iHfZ/2~-h~J dgktt). (9.22) 
0 
The integrated term vanishes because gk(0) = 0 and gk(f) + 0 as t -+ 00. 
Again, gk(t) has a single critical point in (0, CG) where it attains its 
maximum and this maximum value is less than one. This implies that the 
total variation of gk(t) in [0, co) is less than two. Therefore, 
By using (2.21)-(2.23) in (9.18), it follows that 
I&(&, b)l <2tla,l + 14 + 14Yu3~ 
By (9.13), @I, CI~, CI~ are positive and 
cr,<y2+4y+3, q < 2y + 3, cx,<2. 
Therefore, 
l&(t~, b)l < 2b + ANY + 4)ly3. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let O<aB2, O<b<a, O<y< 1, z=iy. Define 
Q,(z) = 11 t’ e-~“‘2’2-h’) dt, Re y > -1. 
(9.23) 
(9.24) 
(9.25) 
(9.26) 
(9.27) 
For b = 0, QY(z) is related to the incomplete gamma functions and for 
b #O, it is related to the incomplete parabolic cylinder functions. 
Integrating (8.3) by parts, 
P(z, y) = -(aY/z) e-‘(a2/2 - ba) + (y/z) Qyp ,(z), Re y > 0. (9.28) 
For y > 0, we can use the above relation to simplify the expansion (8.2). 
Note that 
(co + CJZ) p’(z> Y) + (Y + 1 )-‘(c, + c3/z) g’(z, Y + 1) 
= -e --;(0~/2--hu){Z-la~[CO+C1~ ,(a)1 + zp2aYCc2 +c3Pl(a)l 1 
+y(coz-‘+c2z-2)Q,~,(z)+(c,z-‘+c3z-2)Q,(z), (9.29) 
z-‘aYR,(a)+z~‘aY{co+c,P,(a)}=z~‘a~~(a), (9.30) 
z-m29aYR4(a) + z ~2aY{c2+c,P,(a)}=z~29a~R,(a). (9.31) 
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Therefore, by (9.2) and (8.2) after some simplification we obtain 
(I+h)j)i(l +t)-‘e-‘?(‘2/2-hr)dt 
-e miL’(u2’2 “){ (i/y) a’( 1 + a) ’ -t ( l/y2) S?Q~R,(U)} 
+Y{~/~~)co+(l/Y2)c2} Q,-,(b) 
+ { 1 + (ily)cl + (l/v2)c3} Q,(b) + Ed@, 6), (9.32) 
where 6@aYR2(a) is given by (9.8) and 
Ek(iy,h)=~~2f~~2[t’R,(t)](r-h)e~””2’2~””dt. (9.33) 
0 
An upper bound for E&(i.v) can be obtained exactly the same way as in 
Example 1. There is only one minor difference. In place of (9.22) we have 
s 
<I 
gk(t)(t-b)e~i”“2/2-h’)dt 
0 
Therefore, 
Isk(~.h 611 < 3(Y + 2)(Y + 4)/Y3. (9.35) 
The above bound does not depend on a and in fact, holds for all ~30. 
However, from (9.32) it is clear that as a + O+, every term in the expan- 
sion approaches zero independent of y. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let a>2, O<b< 1, O<y< 1, z=&. 
We use the expansion (8.10) for the second integral in (9.2) and then 
replace the resulting integrals by the corresponding expressions in (9.15) 
and (9.27). Thus we obtain, 
(1 +/,)j;t’(l +t)-’ e-i”‘2/2phl)dt 
=Q,(b)+ i(i~hko+ W2)c2) w,-l(k 6) 
+ W.Y~ + W2k3~ w,(ik @ 
-e-‘-“‘“2’2--hu)((i/~)aY(1 +uP’)+(l/y2)S[aY(1 +u)pl]) 
+ -G(iy, b), (9.36) 
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where 
~[Ca~(1+a)-‘]=(a-b)-‘(ya~-‘(1+a)~’-a’(l+u)~~}, (9.37) 
and 
E~(iy,b)=y-2jU9Z[tYR,(t)](t-b)e i-“(r2/2--h’)dt 
0 
-y-2 
s 
O" 9*[t’f3(t)](&,) e-fY(r2/2pht) dt, (9.38) 
a 
f3(t) = i c,P,(t), (9.39) 
k=O 
For a > 2 and 0 < b < 1, an asymptotic expansion of Q&u), larg zI < IT/~ 
can be obtained by writing 
Q,(z) = W,(z, b) - jox tY e m~z(‘2/2mm w dt (9.40) 
and then integrating by parts successively. We omit this but obtain a 
bound for Ei(iy, b). Note that by (9.20), g,(u) < ur I, k = 1, 2, 3. By using 
this bound for g,(a) in (9.34) we obtain, 
IE4(iy,b)l <(y+2)(y+4)yp3{2+u” -I}. (9.41) 
Next, we need to compute 9'tYf3(t). 
~2t~P2(t)=9t~Po(t)=yt~--(t-b)--, 
9*tYP3(t)=9tYPl(t)= T’(l +b(t-b)-‘}, 
@typo(t)= -yV{(2-y)(t-b)--2+b(t-b)-31, 
(9.42) 
LwP,(t)= -t’~‘{(l-~)(t-b)~*+b(t-b)~3}. 
Since g2t’Pk(t), k = 0, 1, 2, 3, are monotone in [2, co) and tend to zero as 
t -+ co, by using integration by parts as in (9.22) it follows that 
lj 
m g2[typk(t)](t-b) ep 1J’(‘2’2- “’ dt < I~*[u’Pk(u)]l (2/y). (9.43) 
a 
Referring back to the coefficients ck (see (9.5), (9.7) (9.9), and (9.12)) and 
the conditions 0 < y < 1, a z 2, 0 < h 6 1; by (9.42), 
k$o 1% g2aYPk(a)i 
<yaY--2(3--)+uY -’ ((Y+1)(2-Y)+Y(Y+2)+2(Y+l)(Y+3)} 
< 2uY ‘(y + 2)(y + 4). (9.44) 
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The first integral in (9.38) is the same as E’(iy, b) in Example 2. For this we 
use the bound given in (9.41). For the second integral we use the bound 
obtained by (9.43) and (9.44). Hence, 
As a + CO, the expansion (9.36) as well as the bound given above reduce to 
those given in Example 1. 
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